A hilarious party game where you leave your dignity at the door.

You will need:

| Two buckets | Two potatoes or squidgy poo emoji toys – or enough for each team member if possible |

How to play:

Divide into two teams and give each team a potato or squidgy poo emoji. Teams line up at one end of the room, and buckets are placed at the opposite end, in line with each team.

Team members take turns to put the potato/poop between their legs, waddle over to their bucket and take aim!

Only potatoes/poops that land in the bucket count: if the player misses, they start again. If they score, they retrieve their potato/poop from the bucket and run back to their team, for the next person to start waddling.

The winning team is the one where each player has deposited their potato/poop 'safely' and returned to base.